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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 
1.1 This report explains the background to the creation of the Oban Bay Management 

Group (OBMG) and why a Single Harbour Authority (SHA) is being considered.

1.2 The OBMG was established in 2008 as a partnership between the three main 
infrastructure providers in the marine environment in Oban; the group includes 
Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd (CMAL), the Northern Lighthouse Board (NLB) 
and Argyll and Bute Council, with Calmac providing assistance as required.

1.3 The OBMG has produced guidance documentation to assist with safe 
navigation in Oban Bay; the Group has also given consideration to the 
formation of an SHA at Oban Bay, again in the interests of safety.  

1.4 At the last meeting of the Council’s Harbour Board held in January of this year, 
a recommendation was made to Members that: if the Council’s rights of access 
to the North Pier could be protected (previously highlighted by Members of the 
Harbour Board as a point of concern), the option for CMAL to extend their 
harbour area could be an attractive solution for the Council, given that there 
would be no increased responsibility to the Council for managing Oban Bay 
waters.

1.5 A public meeting was held on 18th July 2018, at which approximately 70 
members of the public attended.  Most attendees appeared to support the 
concept of a Trust Port at Oban Bay, on the basis that no ‘one’ organisation 
should take over responsibility for the Bay.

1.6 A recent consultation exercise was carried out in which the majority of 
respondees were in favour of setting up a Trust Port at Oban Bay.



RECOMMENDATIONS

Members are asked to indicate whether they wish to:-

a) Continue to support in principle the expansion of CMAL’s harbour area, 
working with the OBMG to seek a solution to the management of Oban 
Bay and, as part of this process, enter into discussions with CMAL to 
consider how best the Council’s interests can be protected – as 
directed by the Harbour Board or,

b) Ask CMAL to pause the process of expanding their harbour area until 
further consultation is carried out given the interest expressed locally in 
establishing a trust port and, 

c) Agree that a further report is provided to the next meeting of the 
Harbour Board updating it on the progress towards establishing a 
single harbour authority for Oban.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 This report explains the background to the creation of the Oban Bay Management 
Group (OBMG) and why a Single Harbour Authority (SHA) is being considered; it 
provides a resume of recent events following the public meeting on 18th July in 
Oban and the OBMG meeting on 31st July.  The report also advises on the 
planned next steps.

 
3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Members are asked to indicate whether they wish to:-

a) Continue to support in principle the expansion of CMAL’s harbour area, 
working with the OBMG to seek a solution to the management of Oban 
Bay and, as part of this process, enter into discussions with CMAL to 
consider how best the Council’s interests can be protected – as 
directed by the Harbour Board or,

b) Ask CMAL to pause the process of expanding their harbour area until 
further consultation is carried out given the interest expressed locally in 
establishing a trust port and, 

c) Agree that a further report is provided to the next meeting of the 
Harbour Board updating it on the progress towards establishing a 
single harbour authority for Oban. 



4.0 DETAIL

4.1 The OBMG was established in 2008 as a partnership between the three main 
infrastructure providers in the marine environment in Oban; the group includes 
Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd (CMAL), the Northern Lighthouse Board (NLB) 
and Argyll and Bute Council, with Calmac providing assistance as required.  
The group is primarily focused on marine navigational safety.

4.2 In 2014 Fisher Associates prepared a report for the OBMG which set out the 
problems at that time, actions that needed to be addressed and options for the 
establishment of a single harbor authority. That relevant section of the report is 
attached at appendix A. The report noted that in 2013 more than 4,700 vessels 
called at Oban Bay Harbour, equating to over 9,400 vessel movements, the 
majority (over 80%) being ships operated by CalMac. It also noted a projected 
increase in cruise ships visits. The problems highlighted in the report included 
the following:

o Lack of awareness of and access to the voluntary code for safe 
navigation

o Lack of compliance with the code
o Excessive speed of vessels
o Lack of regulation of cruise ship anchoring
o The northern entrance of the Bay being narrow, resulting in close 

quarters situations for leisure craft and ferries
o Lack of clarity over responsibility for pollution and safety
o Absence of enforceable regulation in the Bay

The report identified a number of short term actions that have been delivered 
but also actions that cannot be implemented within the current structure.

4.3 The OBMG has produced guidance documentation to assist with safe 
navigation in Oban Bay; the Group has also given consideration to the 
formation of a SHA at Oban Bay, again in the interests of safety.  This would 
mean that one body, with appropriate powers, would ultimately be responsible 
for the management of marine safety within Oban Bay waters.  Details of those 
involved in the OBMG are provided in Appendix B.

4.4 A number of potential options for the formation of a SHA were originally 
identified by the OBMG as being worthy of consideration; these included 
options for the Council to extend their harbour area or, alternatively, for CMAL 
to extend their harbour area.  A ‘do nothing’ option was also considered; all 
members of the Group agreed that the ‘do nothing’ option was not a realistic 
option given navigational concerns already highlighted by the Group.  Further 
work was carried out by the Group to evaluate each option against set criteria; 
there were a number of pros and cons for each of the options considered.

4.5 The Fisher’s report notes the limited maritime experience of senior council 
officers and members of the harbour board relative to that of the CMAL board 
and officers.  Officers concur with this view and would not recommend an 
extension of the Council’s harbour area on the basis that we do not possess 



sufficient specialist knowledge of harbour management at a senior level 
commensurate with the increased level of risk that the council would be tasked 
with managing. 

4.6 At the last meeting of the Council’s Harbour Board held in January of this year, 
a recommendation was made to Members that: if the Council’s rights of access 
to the North Pier could be protected (previously highlighted by Members of the 
Harbour Board as a point of concern), the option for CMAL to extend their 
harbour area could be an attractive solution for the Council, given that there 
would be no increased responsibility to the Council for managing Oban Bay 
waters. The decision of the Harbour Board was to approve the progression of 
the option for CMAL to extend their harbour area on the basis that further 
investigation be carried out regarding the protection of the Council’s interests, 
with particular regard to the harbour area at the North Pier.  CMAL were made 
aware of the ABC Harbour Board’s decision and, in turn, the CMAL Harbour 
Board agreed in principle that they would proceed on the basis that CMAL 
extend their existing harbour area, with the Council’s harbour area remaining 
nested within.

4.7 A public meeting was held on 18th July 2018, at which approximately 70 
members of the public attended.  Main points of note which arose at the meeting 
were as follows:-

 There is some uncertainty over existing harbour areas, particularly, the 
Council’s harbour limits.  Harbour areas will be revisited and ratified as part 
of the Harbour Revision Order process.

 There appeared to be fairly strong resistance to the concept of CMAL 
extending their harbour area from the majority of attendees in the public 
gallery.  

 Most attendees appeared to support the concept of a Trust Port at Oban 
Bay, on the basis that no ‘one’ organisation should take over responsibility 
for the Bay.  

4.8 Trust ports specifically serve regional and local interests, representing a broad 
cross section of undertaking. They are independent statutory bodies, each 
governed by their own unique statutes. The Fisher Associates report of 2014 
noted the following key considerations in relation to the formation of a trust port:

o The creation of a new body will require significant resource and may 
result in additional costs on harbour users, although potential for pooling 
resources

o Impact on CMAL and AB&C in terms of losing statutory powers and also 
possibly access to funding sources. The legal and financial basis would 
need to be explored in detail to ensure that current funding streams can 
continue under the new structure

o Strategic interests of CMAL, the Council and other parties may mean 
that this is difficult to deliver in practice. 



4.9 If a trust port were to be established it would need to be initiated by local 
interested individuals and groups.  The members of the OBMG would be 
unable to pursue the trust port option themselves as there would be conflicts 
of interest with their current operational responsibilities. The OBMG are willing 
to assist a viable stakeholder group if one were to come forward 

4.10 A meeting with CMAL and Council officers will take place in the near future to 
discuss measures required by the Council to ensure their interests are 
protected at the North Pier.

4.11 At the time of writing this report, the next public meeting was scheduled to take 
place on 6th September 2018.

4.12 A recent consultation exercise was carried out and, as a result, the attached 
press statement in Appendix C was released.  Interestingly, the majority of 
respondees to the questionnaire were in favour of setting up a Trust Port at 
Oban Bay.

5.0 CONCLUSION

5.1 The OBMG’s preferred option is for CMAL to extend their harbour area.  It would 
appear that the majority of users prefer the ‘Trust Port’ option. As outlined in this 
report, consultation with stakeholders will continue in order to seek a solution, 
albeit, there may be an option to pause the HRO process.

6.0 IMPLICATIONS

6.1 Policy - None

6.2 Financial – The financial impacts cannot be assessed until the preferred 
option has been identified.

6.3 Legal – Any agreement with CMAL must ensure that the Council’s areas of 
responsibility are protected. 

6.4 HR - None

6.5 Equalities / Fairer Scotland Duty – None

6.6 Risk –  Advice from the OBMG is that ‘to do nothing’, given concerns over 
safety at Oban Bay, is not an option worthy of consideration. 

6.7 Customer Service – None.

Executive Director of Development and Infrastructure: Pippa Milne
Head of Roads & Amenity Services: Jim Smith
Policy Lead: Councillor Roddy McCuish
20 August 2018



For further information contact: Stewart Clark, Marine Operations Manager
Tel: 01546 604893
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APPENDIX B



Organisations / Groups involved in discussions at Oban Bay

 Argyll and Bute Council – Responsible for the North Pier (including the 
transit berth) and Port Beag Slip.  Currently an SHA.

 CMAL – Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd. CMAL owns and leases piers, 
harbours and properties around Scotland as well as owning the ferries 
operated and leased by Calmac Ferries.  Currently an SHA.

 Calmac Ferries Ltd – Operate from Oban Railway Pier.

 NLB – Northern Lighthouse Board – Owns its own quay which is its 
operating base.  Not an SHA.

 Oban Bay Stakeholder Meeting –Established by the OBMG.  Currently, local 
engagement is carried out through the Stakeholders Group – which consists 
of representatives from the local yachting club, RNLI, Fishermen, Kerrera 
Community and local vessel owners.  The stakeholders have a 
representative who sits on the OBMG.

 User Group Meetings – The Council will continue with separate User Group 
Meetings for the North Pier and Port Beag.  The Chair of the North Pier 
Users’ Group was elected by the Users themselves.  The first meeting of 
the Port Beag User Group will be arranged for the near future.  It’s likely 
that, in future, representatives will be selected from the North Pier and Port 
Beag Users’ Groups and invited to attend future Oban Bay User Group 
Meetings (in whatever form these future meetings take).



APPENDIX C



NEWS RELEASE
AUG 2018

OPPORTUNITY FOR OBAN HARBOUR TRUST PORT TO BE EXPLORED
- Online consultation survey results published -
- Next consultation meeting set for September -

Oban Bay Management Group (OBMG) will explore the opportunity for a trust port to be established 
as the single harbour authority to manage the Oban Bay area.

The decision was made following the results of an online consultation survey and feedback at a 
public meeting held in July.  More than 550 people completed the online survey and the responses 
are now available to view online at www.obanharbour.scot

One of the key opinions expressed through the survey is the need for a harbour management body 
that is representative of the full range of harbour users and considers the wider economic and 
community benefits of the harbour.  Most respondents (63%) stated the most suitable body to 
manage the wider Oban bay area is a trust harbour.  
The OBMG will now further explore this option while continuing to progress the early work 
necessary either for a trust port or extension of an existing harbour area.  
A public meeting will take place on Thursday 6th September 2018 at 7.30pm at the Corran Halls, 
Oban to discuss the feedback from the survey and to update the community on OBMG activity on 
the harbour authority arrangements.

OBMG has identified that a single harbour authority to manage the wider Oban bay area is necessary 
to reduce risk from increased traffic, to improve marine safety, and enhance the commercial viability 
of the harbour.  An initial proposal by OBMG, based on discussion and review, recommended the 
timeliest solution is for Caledonian Maritime Assets Limited (CMAL) to extend its current harbour 
authority area to cover the whole Oban bay area, with the Argyll & Bute Council harbour area 
remaining nested within the larger area.

Lorna Spencer, Chair of the OBMG said:  

“Following the survey responses, we recognise that an opportunity for a group to come forward to 
set-up a trust port is needed.  We have previously stated our support for a trust port and we agree 
that it is the most appropriate long-term arrangement.  However, it needs to be initiated by 
interested individuals and groups.  The members of the OBMG are unable to pursue the trust port 
option as there would be conflicts of interest with their current operational responsibilities. We are 
willing to assist a viable stakeholder group and we encourage those with an interest to come 
forward now.

“In the interim, while a trust port option is explored, we will continue to do the preparatory work 
needed for any harbour authority.  The option of CMAL extending its harbour area remains on the 
table should a trust organisation not emerge or proves unviable.

“Thank you to those who took the time to complete the survey and those who attended the first 
public meeting in July.  Their contribution has provided valuable input to planning the harbour 
authority arrangements. 
 
“We are committed to ensuring that, whatever the harbour authority arrangements, the town of 
Oban benefits and that there is a clear focus on navigational safety, the local environment and 

http://www.obanharbour.scot/


economy, and access to the islands.”   

Notes to editors
 Issued by Clark Communications on behalf of OBMG.  Contact Angela Hughes 

angela@clarkcommunications.co.uk 0141 548 8028 / 07970 184198
 The OBMG was set-up in 2008 as a partnership involving Argyll and Bute Council, Northern 

Lighthouse Board, Caledonian Maritime Assets Limited (CMAL), Calmac Ferries Ltd and the local 
stakeholder user group.
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